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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In a letter dated February 22, 2012, Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality

(WDEQ), Land Quality Division (LQD) notified Power Resources Inc. doing

business as Cameco Resources (Cameco) that an investigation into potential seepage

from the Smith Ranch Permit to Mine 633 storage ponds was needed. LQD

expressed a concern that "seepage from the storage ponds may be creating a plume of

contaminated groundwater."

Wright Environmental Services, Inc. (Wright) submitted a work plan to Cameco

(WES, 2012) that presented the methods to be employed in investigating potential

seepage from the Smith Ranch storage ponds (ponds) into the shallow subsurface.

This plan proposed assessing available existing site data (i.e., geologic, pond

construction and operational data) as well as water quality conditions in the shallow

subsurface beneath the Smith Ranch storage ponds. The objective of the investigative

fieldwork was to determine if there have been impacts to the shallow groundwater

quality beneath the storage pond. Cameco submitted this plan to WDEQ/LQD on

May 25, 2012 and the LQD responded on October 17, 2012.

This report details the field investigation and documents the finding that groundwater

is not present in the shallow subsurface downgradient of the ponds and no

contaminated groundwater was encountered.

Cameco Resources I Wright Environmental Services Inc.
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2.0 PROJECT HISTORY

2.1 Storage Pond History

Two lined storage ponds were constructed in 1981 and authorized under NRC

License SUA-1387. The ponds are currently authorized under Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) License SUA-1548. These ponds are located in Section 36 of

Township 36 North, Range 74 West north of the Central Processing Plant (CPP) at

the Smith Ranch facility. The ponds were intended as interim storage for operational

liquid wastes containing high total dissolved solids prior to disposal in Smith Ranch-

Highland Uranium Project's (SR-HUP) deep disposal well system.

2.1.1 Storage Pond Construction

As outlined in the Smith Ranch Technical Report (Cameco, 2012a) submitted as part

of the NRC License SUA-1548 Renewal, the two storage ponds are double lined,

constructed with a synthetic primary liner underlain by a compacted sandy clay base

liner. The bottom of each pond has a two-way slope toward the center. A sand layer

was placed over the compacted sandy clay pond base. A leak detection system

consisting of a network of perforated pipes was installed in the sand layer with the

pipes draining to a collection sump. The sand layer is overlain by a 30mil (.75mm

Min.) thick 8130 XR-5® geomembrane liner. Should a leak in the primary liner

occur, the water will flow through the sand above the compacted sandy clay base

liner, enter a perforated pipe, and flow to the collection sump. As outlined in the SR-

HUP Application - Reynolds Ranch Amendment (Power Resources, 2006) to NRC

License SUA- 1548, each storage pond has a capacity of 0.78 acre feet of water. Each

pond is 100 feet by 100 feet at the crest and is eight feet in depth. During operation, a

minimum of three feet of freeboard is maintained in each pond to protect the berms

from wind generated wave action, though these ponds have historically not been full.
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I
2.1.2 Storage Pond Operations I
The storage ponds have been used to manage process fluids with high dissolved

solids concentrations, liquids from well swabbing of operational wells, soils and

fluids accumulating during spill remediation activities, and other fluids with high i
solids content that are generated during operational activities at the facility prior to

disposal of these fluids in the deep disposal injection wells. Tears or breaks in the

8130 XR-5® liner have been identified and repaired over the life of the storage ponds

(Cameco, 2012a). i

2.1.3 Storage Pond Monitoring i

The monitoring program for the lined ponds (PRI, 2003) includes either a fluid level

sensor in each pond sump with an alarm displayed at the CPP or a daily inspection of i
each sump by an operator. The storage ponds are inspected daily for visual

indications of leaks or embankment deterioration by an individual instructed in proper i
inspection procedures. The pond inspections are recorded and initialed by the

inspector. Upon detecting a leak, site personnel have responded immediately by i
taking actions to stop and contain the leak. Typical actions include lowering of pond

water levels (increasing the freeboard) to prevent additional inflow to the secondary

containment/leak detection system, recovery of pond leakage from the secondary

containment system, isolation of the area of the leak and repair of the liner breach.

Once all repairs have been made, water levels are raised to test the integrity of the

primary liner prior to resuming operation of the storage pond.

A total of 14 leak events have occurred at the East and West Storage Ponds since the i
previous license submittal in 2000 (Cameco, 2012a). Based on the leak event II
investigations and associated corrective actions, leak events since 2000 have been

limited to minor breaches (e.g., small holes and/or tears) to the primary liner of the

pond containment system. As part of the corrective action process associated with

these events, several design and/or operational changes have occurred to reduce the

frequency of pond leakage. These changes include:
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* Installation of pumps in each pond to supplement the need for transfer hoses

and prevent leaks caused by the camlock end of transfer hoses (1999);

* Use of higher grade patch kits during liner repair, consisting of HH - 66 vinyl

cement and vinyl laminated fabric or equivalent materials (starting 2000);

" New liner installations on the West Pond (2005) and East Pond (2008); and

* Fencing upgrades (2009) to restrict wildlife (deer) access.

The East Pond, which had the primary liner replaced in 2008, has continued to

experience leaks in consecutive years since 2008. While these leaks from the East

Pond have been limited to minor breaches (holes and/or tears) in the primary liner,

Cameco continues to evaluate the performance of the liner system and potential

design and/or operational changes to reduce the frequency of leak events in the future.

A summary of recent water quality results were provided in the work plan (WES,

2012). The water quality of samples collected from the standpipe resembles that of

the liquids in the pond, which contain elevated levels of chloride, sulfate, and

uranium. Thus, it is believed that water from the pond is seeping through holes

within the primary liner, which were identified and summarized within the March 29,

2012 letter (Cameco, 2012b).

Cameco Resources 
4
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3.0 INVESTIGATION

The objective of the investigation was to determine if seepage from the ponds is 3
migrating vertically past the leak detection system, infiltrating near-surface soils and

shallow bedrock. A preliminary review of geophysical logs from wells near the

facility indicated sandy soils overlying shale that occurred at of 25 to 55 feet below

ground surface and varied in thickness from 25 feet to 50 feet (WES, 2012). The i
shallow soils overlying the shale would most likely intercept any potential leakage

from the ponds. The preliminary interpretation of the uppermost-sand unit below the I
shale is that it pinches-out to the west and is of limited areal extent. I
Five test pits and three boreholes were proposed to investigate the shallow subsurface

geology. The locations of these test pits and boreholes are provided in Figure 1.

3.1 Test Pits

As described in the field report provided in Appendix A with locations shown on

Figure 1, a backhoe was used to excavate five test pits in the anticipated down

gradient direction of the ponds. Test pits were excavated to depths of ten to fifteen

feet. Test pit sidewalls were logged by a geologist, photographed, and the test pits

left open for 24 hours. No water was found in any test pit during the excavation or i
during the 24-hour period following excavation. After 24 hours, the excavation was

photographed and the absence of water documented.

3.2 Drilling

Drilling was conducted following the test pit excavation. A total of three boreholes

were drilled at the locations identified in Figure 1. These boreholes were drilled by

Tyler Exploration using air-rotary methods that allowed logging of lithology and

determination of the presence or absence of saturated conditions. These boreholes are

located near the test pits in the anticipated down gradient direction from the ponds

(west, south, and east), and terminated at depths between 51 and 80 feet. The field

report for drilling activities is provided in Appendix B. A geologist logged the
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lithology in each borehole, identified the presence or absence of saturated conditions,

and documented the total depth of the borehole.

As described in Appendix B, drilling equipment was pressure washed between

boreholes to minimize the potential for cross contamination. Since saturated

conditions did not exist within the boreholes, all boreholes were abandoned using best

management practices and in accordance with LQD Non-Coal Rules and Regulations

Chapter 8 and Wyoming Statutes §35-11-404 (Appendix B).

Cameco Resources 
6
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4.0 DISCUSSION

No groundwater was identified in either the test pits or the boreholes completed in the

anticipated down gradient direction from the ponds. As shown on Figure 1, these test

pits and boreholes are located topographically lower than the ponds. If seepage from

the ponds were impacting groundwater, groundwater would have been identified in

the shallow units overlying the thicker shale unit that runs beneath the pond. No

groundwater was identified in these units.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

No groundwater was identified in either the test pits or the boreholes completed in the

anticipated down gradient direction from the ponds. Therefore, the results of this

investigation indicate that the leak detection and secondary liner systems are

functioning effectively to identify failures in the primary liner and are effective at

containing liquids from the storage ponds. There is no evidence of sufficient seepage

to create saturated conditions above the uppermost shale and there are no existing

saturated conditions that could be impacted.
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Field Report: East Storage Pond Test Pits

DATE: 11/15/2012 Telesto #

CLIENT: Power Resources, Cameco: Smith Ranch - Highland

BY: Parker Scherman

SUBJECT: Smith Ranch Storage Ponds Test Pit Excavation and Sampling

Problem Statement

In the May 18, 2012 Smith Ranch Storage Ponds Investigation Work Plan (Work Plan),

Cameco Resources, Inc. (Cameco) proposed to excavate three test pits adjacent to the

Storage Ponds at Smith Ranch-Highland. The purpose of the test pits is to investigate the

geologic and hydrologic conditions below the East and West Storage Ponds.

Objectives

The objectives of this investigation were to characterize the shallow subsurface lithology

adjacent to the Storage Ponds, determine the presence or absence of saturated conditions in

the shallow subsurface, and ascertain if there is evidence of groundwater quality impacts

from potential pond seepage.

Approach

Field activities outlined in the Work Plan included:

1) Excavate five (5) test pits with a backhoe to depths of approximately 15 feet.

2) Record and describe soil/unconsolidated sediment excavation of each pit.

3) Let test pit stand open for 24 hours.

4) Sample any water that collects in each pit after 24 hours.

5) Observe any changes to each pit that occurred in the 24-hour period.



Field Investigation

Five test pits were excavated by Cameco as outlined in the Work Plan with a track hoe on

November 15, 2012. The test pits were located south of the Storage Ponds. The test pits

were excavated to depths between 10 feet and 16.5 feet below ground surface, which was

the maximum depth of the backhoe arm and below the bottom elevation of the ponds. Soil

and unconsolidated sediment was continuously logged. General information about each

test pit is provided in Table 1. Material removed from each test pit was set next to the test

pit. Copies of field notes and photographs of each test pit are included as Exhibits A and B

to this Test Pit Field Report, respectively.

Test pit EP-1 encountered a buried historical debris pile and excavation was discontinued

at a depth of 10 feet.

No water was observed in the test pits during excavation. The test pits were left open for

24 hours to allow any available water to accumulate in the pits. On November 16, 2012,

the test pits were again checked for water and all test pits were observed to be dry. Some

collapsing of the sidewalls of the pits was noted. I
Discussion and Conclusions

The test pit investigation concluded on November 16th, 2012. After the 24 hours, no

changes were observed in the test pits except for minor collapsing of the sidewalls. These

observations indicate the shallow soils beneath Ponds are unsaturated over the area and

depth assessed for this investigation. I



SP-1 NO 3'x15'x15'

Sandy light tan soil with
medium to coarse grain

size, grass roots
penetrating few inches.

Total soil depth of approx.
2ft.

Very sandy with medium to
coarse grain size, light tan

colored. At 8ft. sand
becomes more compact

with some clay. From 10 to
12 ft. fine grained dark gray

clay with some moisture.
From 12 to 15ft sandy clay

with medium sand grain
size, gray colored, with low

moisture.

The pit wall
collapse easily

because of sand.

First 5ft. Very coarse sand,

well sorted with low Last bucket from
Medium grained light tan moisture content. At 6ft. pit looked to

SP-2 NO 3'x14'x16.5' sand with organics, dry. Clay with sand, light brown, have a higher
Total soil depth approx. 1- low moisture. From 6 to percentage of

2ft. 16ft Sandy clay, medium to clay.
light brown, low moisture,
fine to medium grained.

Dark brown sandy clay with
low moisture to loft, with

Sandy medium grained medium grained size. 10 ft. Mostly clay rich,

SP-3 NO 3'x15'x16' with organics. Total Depth to l5ft the sediment turns pit walls hold
approx. ift. to higher clay content, well well.

compacted, increased
moisture.

Top 7.5 ft. coarse sand with Abundance of
low moisture, trash and trash

waste found such as; nails, encountered.
Top: wire, wood chunks, Orange line

EP-1 NO 14'x15'xlO' Gravely sand light brown, concrete and asphalt encountered at
narrows to dry. Gravel looks artificial. chunks. At 7.5 fine to loft. Stopped

3'x6' medium sand with some the pits
clay, light tan, sand shows excavation at
oxidation from Iron nails loft.

and other trash.
Medium grained brown to Mostly clay rich,

Well compacted medium dark brown sandy clay to9 moisture content

grained sand, reddish brown clay about lft. Thick. was high (would
EP-2 NO 3'xl6'x15' brown with some steam on

mottling, dry. From 10 ft. to 15ft. Clay surface), dried
with fine to medium sand, out overnight.

dark brown and moist.
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Field Report: East Storage Pond Boreholes

DATE: 2/16/2013 Telesto # 386500

TO: Power Resources, Cameco: Smith Ranch - Highland

FROM: Parker Coit

SUBJECT: Smith Ranch Storage Ponds Borehole Drilling

Problem Statement
In the May 18, 2012 Smith Ranch Storage Ponds Investigation Work Plan (Work Plan),
Cameco Resources, Inc. (Cameco) proposed to drill three boreholes adjacent to the East
Storage Pond at Smith Ranch-Highland. The purpose of the boreholes is to investigate the
geologic and hydrologic conditions below the East and West Storage Ponds.

Objectives
The objectives of this investigation were to characterize the shallow subsurface lithology
in the estimated downgradient direction from the Storage Ponds, determine the presence or
absence of saturated conditions in the shallow subsurface, and ascertain if there is evidence
of groundwater quality impacts from potential pond seepage.

Approach
As outlined in the Work Plan field activities were to:

1) Drill three (3) boreholes terminating in the uppermost shale unit.
2) Record and describe the lithology of each borehole.
3) Identify if any saturated conditions exist in the borehole.
4) Determine total depth of borehole upon reaching the uppermost shale unit.
5) Allow borehole to remain open for a 24-hour period.
6) Following the 24-hour period measure the presence or absence of standing

water using a water level indicator.
7) If ground water is identified in any of the boreholes within 24 hours of

completion, construct monitoring well for that borehole.

Field Investigation
On January 16th, 2013 three boreholes were drilled near the East Storage Pond at

Highland-Smith Ranch in accordance with the Work Plan. The boreholes were completed

using air-rotary drilling and allowed to remain open for 24 hours to identify if saturated

conditions exist in the hydrostratigraphic unit beneath the storage ponds.



I
Field Report: East Storage Pond Boreholes
To: Power Resources, Cameco: Highland Smith Ranch
Date: 1/16/13I
Page 2 I
Drilling I
Tyler Exploration drilled three 5% -inch diameter boreholes. The boreholes were drilled

through the unconsolidated materials overlying the uppermost shale unit. Drill cuttings

were collected using a wire colander and described in five-foot intervals for each borehole.

Field notes are included as Exhibit A to this Field Report. Lithologic logs for each

borehole are included as Exhibit B to this Field Report. Geophysical logging of each

borehole occurred after completion of drilling. The geophysical logs are included as

Exhibit C to this Field Report.

As shown in Exhibit B, the geologic materials observed are comprised primarily of sand

and with varying amounts of fine-grained sediments (silt and/or clay) and were poorly to I
moderately induration. A thin organic horizon was observed within the uppermost 5-foot

interval of each boring. With the exception of EP- 1, all of the borings were terminated in I
the uppermost shale unit. EP-1 was truncated in an interbedded sequence dominated by

fine-grained sediments below a sand unit. I

Upon reaching the uppermost shale unit, the total depth for each borehole was measured I
from the ground surface (Table 1). No saturated conditions were encountered during

drilling; thus, boreholes were allowed to remain open for 24 hours upon reaching total I
depth to allow for the identification of ground water.

Drilling equipment was sprayed with mixture of Alconox detergent and deionized water as

well as pressure washed between boreholes to minimize contamination between wells.

Abandonment I
No monitoring wells were constructed due to the lack of saturated conditions. Boreholes

were subsequently abandoned in accordance with LDQ Non-Coal Rules and Regulations I
I



Field Report: East Storage Pond Boreholes
To: Power Resources, Cameco: Highland Smith Ranch
Date: 1/16/13
Page 3

Chapter 8 and Wyoming Statutes §35-11-404 by Cameco staff. The volume of bentonite

chips needed for abandonment was estimated and then the boreholes were abandoned by

pouring a known volume of 3/8 inch bentonite chips into the borehole. If the estimated

volume of chips could not be poured into the borehole, tools were placed into the borehole

to remove the bridging chips. Abandonment forms are provided in Exhibit D.

Discussion and Conclusions

The borehole drilling was completed on January 17 h, 2012 after test bores were observed

for 24 hours. All of the borings were dry after the 24-hour observation period, with minor

borehole collapse (< 1.5 feet). The relative lack of borehole collapse is indicative of low

moisture contents and low confining stresses within the borehole; if the sediments were

saturated, the borehole would have 1) water in the borehole and 2) significantly more

collapsed material. Therefore, it is concluded that the uppermost sediments are

unsaturated.
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Table 1

Top ofBreoe T (F) T afe FotgLot sae W tr Cm e s
EP-1 53.2 52.6 0.6 35 NO

Small flakes of
blue /grey clay
stuck to water
level indicator
probe.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Very fine light
brown to tan

EP-2 79.75 78.25 1.5 48 NO sand on water
level indicator
probe.

Slight dark
brown to dark

EP-3 51.25 50.7 0.55 45 NO grey clay on

water level

indicator.
* all measurements are below ground surface (BGS)
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EXHIBIT B



Report Date: Boring No.:
2/22/2013 BORING LOG EP- 1

Company Name: Surface Elevation:
Telesto Solutions, Inc.

Site Name: Total Depth:
Smith Ranch-Highland Uranium Project 75 ft

Location: Start:
East Storage Pond 1/16/13 at 9:35

Logged By: Finish:
Parker Coit 1/16/13 at 12:00

Contractor: Equipment Type:
Tyler Drilling Air Rotary

Conditions: Sample Hammer Torque:

Comments: Sampling Methods:

Graphical Top Depth Thick. Bt.Elev. Strata Material Sample Sampling Penetration
Log (ft) (ft) (ft) Code Description No. Method Type I Rateý Remarks

4*4*4*
** * -

4*4*
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0 5 -5

5 5 -10

10 5 -15

15 5 -20

20 5 -25

25 5 -30

30 5 -35

light brown to
slight reddish
fine sand to
loamy soil

dark grey to
reddish grey clay
with slight clay
fines

hard dark grey
clay/shale,
highly compacted

dark grey clay
with slight sand
fines/shale

fine to
moderately
coarse sand,
light brown to
buff, slight clay

very fine to
medium grain
sandy light
brown with dark
grey clay interbeds

very fine to
medium grain
unconsolidated
sand, light
brown to tan
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Boring No.: EP- 1 2/22/2013 1

Graphical Top Depth Thick. Bt.Elev. Strata Material Sample Sampling Penetration
Log (ft) (ft) (ft) Code Description No. Method Type I Rate Remarks
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75 ft TD.

35 5 -40

40 5 -45

45 5 -50

tan to brown
very fine to
medium grain
sand with slight
tan clay

tan very fine to
medium grain
sand, very dry,
unconsolidated

dark brown to
grey clay with
sand fines

50 5 -55

55 5 -60

60 5 -65

ochre colored
fine silt with
interbedded dark
grey shale

light grey clay
with pale to
ocher colored
fine silt

medium coarse
pale to light tan
sand, little clay

I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

65 5 -70

70 5 -75

medium coarse
silica sand light
tan to pale, no clay

dark grey clay
with fine to
moderately
coarse light tan
sand
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Report Date: B0RING L0G Boring No.:
2/22/2013 B O EP-2

Company Name: Surface Elevation:
Telesto Solutions, Inc.

Site Name: Total Depth:
Smith Ranch-Highland Uranium Project 55 ft

Location: Start:
East Storage Pond 1/16/13 at 8:00

Logged By: Finish:
Parker Coit 1/16/13 at 9:25

Contractor: Equipment Type:
Tyler Drilling Air Rotary

Conditions: Sample Hammer Torque:

Comments: Sampling Methods:

Graphical Top Depth Thick. Bt.Elev. Strata Material Sample Sampling Penetration
Log (ft) (ft) (ft) Code Description No. Method Type I Rate Remarks

###

###

##4

#4+4-4 #

0 5 -5

5 5 -10

10 5 -15

15 5 -20

20 5 -25

25 5 -30

30 5 -35

Dark brown to
tan sandy
loam/organics

Tan to dark
brown fine sand
with slight dark
grey clay

Very Hard dark
brown to dark
grey clay with
sand fines

Dark brown hard
clay slightly
moist with sand
fines

Very fine sand
light brown to
tan with slight
clay and silty
gravel

Very fine to fine
lightbrown
sandd wiith dark
grey clay

Dark brown to
dark grey clay
with fine grained
light brown sand
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Boring No.: EP-2 2/22/2013 1

Graphical Top Depth Thick. Bt.Elev.
Log (ft) (ft) (ft)

35 5 -40

# 4

40 5 -45

45 5 -50

50 5 -55

55 ft T.D.

Strata Material Sample Sampling Penetration
Code Description No. Method Type Rate Remarks

grey to dark grey
clay; moderately
hard; slight sand
fines

Dark grey to
maroon shale,
hard, blocky

Grey to light
grey shale, hard,
layered

Dark grey to
blue grey shale,
hard, chunky
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EXHIBIT C



EP-1

3674-26-2881 01/16/13

LOG PARAMETERS

MATRIX DENS17Y 265

MAGNETICDEC- 14.00O

_ _rE'3rTION NAMEKDTE

NEUTRON MATRIX' SANDSTONE

ELECT CUTOFF "9999

MATRIX DELTA T: 54

ST SIZE 55W

in.lO oOma120

I

I



EP-2

3674-26-2882 01/16/13

LOG PARAMETERS
MATRiX DENY: 2.5 NUTRON MATRIX SANDTONE

IACNE'ICEL 14000 ELECT CUTOFF WM

PRESEWTAT"O KAMEMATE a ow.tlrJ

MATRTXELTAT 54

BIT SUE 55RI

I



EP-3

3674-263,2883 01/16/13

LOG PARA"ETERS

MATRIX DENS21Y: 265

MAGNEI1COECL: 14.00

T¶ETTO N--~~DT I

NEUTRON MATRIX: SANDSTONE

ELECT CUTOFF :9M

MATRIX DELTA T: 54

BIT SUE .5518

ninmO 0SM1&O00

I



EXHIBIT D



4 00
Carneco-

(CInleco Re';ources

WYOMING OPERATIONS
UNCASED HOLE ABANDONMENT

SUB SURFACE A-3 AN DONMENT FORM

Delineation Hole ID 36 YL/ 3 - -

Depth to Sealant Column (Ft) + =( ) Bags Needed

Total Depth divided by 5 equals amount of bags to be placed down hole if using Bentonite Chips

Abandonment Material -- 1 4"p-5 Bentonite Bags Used / _t

Subsurface Abandonment D~ate ~ /1'- Cement BBL _________________

Cap Depth (Ft) /

Hole ID Tag Installed YES __NO

Printed Name

Company Name

Signature/ Date

Comments:

(C~-~c~

V~i

Rev 0
Page I of I
JJ:\2) Qua lily Mainagemcnt Prograrn\WYO-Ql MlP\WYO-QMP- 10 (Forms)/WYO-QMP- 10-001. 02 Subsurface Abandonment
Form



Canieco
Carneco ResourLco

WYOMING OPERATIONS
UNCASED HOLE ABANDONMENT

SUBSURFACE ABANDONMENT FORM

DelineationHolelD I , ?1 - -D

Depth to Sealant Column (Ft) ÷ 5 Bags Needed

Total Depth divided by 5 equals amount of bags to be placed down hole if using Bentonite Chips

Abandonment Material Ts ' t'+ Bentonite Bags Used _/

Subsurface Abandonment Date Cement BBL 1/ •

Cap Depth (Ft)

Hole ID Tag Installed YES __NO

Printed Name 5it _VL &I-- &/ r -

* Company Name

Signature/Date

Comments:

COW -k1c

Aý&?

I

I
I

Rev 0
Page 1 of I
JJ:\2) Quality Management Program\WYO-QMP\WYO-QN4P- I0 (Forms)IWYO-QMP- 10-001.02 Subsurface Abandonment
Form



Cameco

WYOMING OPERATIONS
LHN-CASLD HOLE ABANDONIMENT

SUBSURFACE ABANDONMENT FORM

Delineation h1ole ID 36 714-3 -f8(________

Depth to Sea lantt ColIum itn (Ft) - 5 (I 9Bags Need ed

Total Depth divided by 5 equals amount of bags to be placed down hole if using Bentonite Chips

Abandonment ,Matrial _-,entonite Bags Used /9

Subsurface Abandonment Date ____cement BBL________

Cap Depth (Ft)

Hole ID Tag Installed YES __NO

Printed Name ,',,

Company Name Came (!f

Signature/ Date

Cornments:

Rev 0
Page I of I
j J:\,2) a i:Wiw Ma n a2en ment P'rogrm\VO-Q M\p\W YO-QN4P- 10 (Fornis)/W YC-Q NIP- 10-00 1. 02 SubsurfaceeAbaridonnment
Fonri


